WOMEN’S TORAH STUDY
Rabbi Shira Wallach and Lisa Zale

RABBI ARI SUNSHINE
Installation on December 9, 2017

SHOFAR
Congregation Shearith Israel
# SHABBAT SERVICE TIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candle Lighting</th>
<th>Shabbat Morning Service Schedule, CSI Douglas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECEMBER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03 p.m. December 1</td>
<td>December 2 9:30 a.m. Service in the Beck Family Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03 p.m. December 8</td>
<td>December 9 9 a.m. Service in the Beck Family Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:05 p.m. December 15</td>
<td>December 16 9:30 a.m. Service in the Beck Family Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:08 p.m. December 22</td>
<td>December 23 9:30 a.m. Service in the Beck Family Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:12 p.m. December 29</td>
<td>December 30 9:30 a.m. Service in the Aaron Family Main Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:45 a.m. Service in the Fonberg Family Chapel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kabbalat Shabbat Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service in Fonberg Family Chapel, Main Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service at Beit Aryeh at The Ann &amp; Nate Levine Academy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shabbat Morning, CSI Douglas</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torah Study in Sardas Beit Midrash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JANUARY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:17 p.m. January 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:23 p.m. January 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 p.m. January 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:36 p.m. January 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kabbalat Shabbat Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service in Fonberg Family Chapel, Main Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service at Beit Aryeh at The Ann &amp; Nate Levine Academy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shabbat Morning, CSI Douglas</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torah Study in Sardas Beit Midrash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JANUARY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03 p.m. December 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:03 p.m. December 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:05 p.m. December 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:08 p.m. December 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:12 p.m. December 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kabbalat Shabbat Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service in Fonberg Family Chapel, Main Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service at Beit Aryeh at The Ann &amp; Nate Levine Academy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shabbat Morning, CSI Douglas</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torah Study in Sardas Beit Midrash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FEBRUARY</strong></th>
<th><strong>FEBRUARY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:43 p.m. February 2</td>
<td>9:30 a.m. Service in the Beck Family Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:49 p.m. February 9</td>
<td>9:30 a.m. Service in the Beck Family Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:56 p.m. February 16</td>
<td>9:45 a.m. Service in the Fonberg Family Chapel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:02 p.m. February 23</td>
<td>9:45 a.m. Service in the Fonberg Family Chapel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kabbalat Shabbat Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service in Fonberg Family Chapel, Main Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service at Beit Aryeh at The Ann &amp; Nate Levine Academy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shabbat Morning, CSI Douglas</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torah Study in Sardas Beit Midrash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sometimes the hardest thing about studying Torah can be asking the first question. Lisa Zale, a Shearith member since childhood, explained that there are times when she reads a verse of Torah and she doesn’t even know what questions to ask. A new weekly Women’s Torah Study at Shearith Israel, led by Rabbi Shira Wallach, offers a welcoming space where studying together makes figuring out the questions, then asking them, easier.

Lisa joined a Torah study nearly a decade ago, studying each week with an Orthodox teacher. The group, made up of eight Conservative and Reform women, became great friends. “Recently though,” Lisa says, “I started to feel that the lessons were taught in such a black and white way. I wanted to learn more than each week’s Torah portion, I wanted to discover what the parsha taught us about our world today.”

That vision resonated perfectly with Rabbi Wallach’s teaching style. “When I teach,” she explains, “I don’t ask, did this actually happen? All the biblical scholars in the world can’t prove something did or didn’t happen. I ask, why is this in the canon? To me, that’s a more interesting way to approach text and learning.” As Lisa and Rabbi Wallach made plans for the Women’s Torah Study they both knew they wanted it to be open to the community.

Rabbi Wallach, a graduate of Barnard, an all women’s college, is familiar with the rhythms of learning in a group exclusively of women. “As a rabbi, I believe it’s crucial to create spaces for everyone to draw closer to our tradition, but this group allows us to elevate women’s voices and issues in a protected, supportive space.

Recently the group studied Genesis 19, in which the Torah tells us why God must destroy Sodom. After learning about the city’s moral depravity, God’s angels rescue Lot and his family from destruction. “God told Lot not to turn back,” Rabbi Wallach says, “but he did not tell Lot’s wife. And Lot didn’t tell her, either. When she looks back as she leaves her home she’s turned into a pillar of salt. Even though I’ve studied this story over and over, the group brought ideas that surprised and delighted me ¬ things I’d never considered.” The women suggested not seeing Lot’s wife’s fate as a horrible punishment but as a gesture of divine grace. They suggested it would have been too hard for her to spend the rest of her life knowing that she left her home and legacy behind, but as a pillar of salt she became a memorial to her family and home.

When asked how the group has so quickly bonded and been willing to share ideas, Rabbi Wallach said that each week begins with a brief, paired study. A chevruta is a study partner. Chevruta comes from the Hebrew word friend. “But there’s a difference, explains Rabbi Wallach, “Think of it this way. A chaver (friend) is someone you go out to lunch with – a chevruta is someone who will tell you that there’s broccoli stuck in your teeth.” The concept is that your chevruta pushes you to be the best possible version of yourself. They challenge you and help you grow. Lisa explains, “Beginning the study by speaking with just one other woman allows you to come to the bigger discussion feeling comfortable with the material so it’s easier to share your thoughts with the larger group.” The paired study also creates community. “I’ve met women I didn’t know before,” Lisa added.

Many people worry their Jewish knowledge is not up to the demands of a study group. Lisa explains that while she grew up at Shearith, attending religious and Hebrew school three days a week, she still can feel unsure about her Jewish education. Rabbi Wallach chimed in, “Everyone feels that. Even rabbis.” Rabbi Wallach remembers at seminary coming into minyan and worrying she’d put on tefillin incorrectly. “Growing up, I was always the quiet kid in class, not wanting to ask questions because that would betray my ignorance. But as a teacher, there’s nothing I love better than when someone asks a question that challenges even our most basic assumptions. Asking questions is the best way to learn and help others learn.”

Getting the group to talk has not been an issue. The sharing of ideas and concepts has been so rich that Rabbi Wallach finds herself speed-teaching the last five minutes of class to make sure she’s covered all her planned material.

Recently Rabbi Wallach opened the study by asking the women to go around the room and share if they wanted to dedicate their study to someone. “I was so inspired by the women’s stories of loved ones that they wanted to honor and by heartfelt stories of friends who were ill, I actually worried that the study wouldn’t be worthy. But of course, as we shared ideas it was a wonderful, inspired session.

“I’m so thankful to Lisa,” Rabbi Wallach says, turning to her friend. “Thank you for bringing this group to me. I just keep pinching myself. Teaching and learning with these women makes my heart buoyant.”

by Julie Carpenter
B’NAI MITZVAH

December 30, 2017 – Morning Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Maximillian Raphael and Victoria Maureen Segal, children of Rachel Segal and David Segal, z”l; grandchildren of Jerome Riese and Maureen Riese, z”l of Appleton, Wisconsin and Ethel Segal, z”l and Mitchell Segal, z”l of New York City, New York. Max attends Jesuit College Preparatory School of Dallas and Victoria attends The Hockaday School and are brother and sister to Alexander Segal.

January 20, 2018 – Morning Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Gabriel Joseph Rudelman, son of Loren Jacobson and Moshe Rudelman; grandson of Susy and Bill Rudelman of San Jose, Costa Rica and Esme and Errol Jacobson; great-grandson of Hilda Ozen. Gabriel attends Ann and Nate Levine Academy and is the brother of Max Rudelman.

February 3, 2018 – Evening Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Avery Lauren Aronson, daughter of Michele and Scott Aronson; granddaughter of Charis and Arnold Aronson and Ann and Mel Wolovits. Avery attends Parkhill Junior High School and is the sister of Ashley and Aiden Aronson.

January 6, 2018 – Morning Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Abigail Adams Morenoff, daughter of Erica and Dan Morenoff; granddaughter of Judy Morenoff and Edward Morenoff, z”l of Rockville, Maryland and Tina and Bill Prodouz of Pocasset, Massachusetts; great-granddaughter of Dolly Prodouz of Brockton, Massachusetts. Abbie attends Akiba Academy and is the sister of Eva and Maggie Morenoff.

February 10, 2018 – Morning Service
Aaron Family Main Sanctuary

Evan Scott Fisher, son of Alison and Brian Fisher; grandson of Rita and Steve Fisher and Janice and Stan Statman. Evan attends Parkhill Junior High School and is the brother of Samantha Fisher.

February 17, 2018 – Morning Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Eden Lily Behr, daughter of Heather and David Behr; granddaughter of Linda and Leonard Behr and Shoshana and Gary Howard; great-granddaughter of Milton Hirsch of Nottingham, London and Gila and Henry Cohen of Amiad, Israel. Eden attends Ann and Nate Levine Academy and is the sister of Jordyn, Talia and Liam Behr.

February 17, 2018 – Morning Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Brendan Ryan Bernstein, son of Julie and Jared Drinkwater and Ashlyn and Jared Bernstein; grandson of Susie and Al Bernstein and Karen and Ralph Robinowicz and Linda and Leonard Behr and Janie and Steve Fireman; great-grandson of Milton Hirsch of Nottingham, London. Brendan attends Ann and Nate Levine Academy and is the brother of Zac, Jory and Callie Drinkwater.

February 24, 2018 – Morning Service
Beck Family Sanctuary

Jacob David Weinstein, son of Krista Weinstein and Craig Weinstein; grandson of Joan and Sheldon Weinstein and Diane Farber of Bingham Farms, Michigan and Nancy and Stephen Farber of Perrysburg, Ohio. Jacob attends St. Marks School of Texas and is the brother of Daniel and Benjamin Weinstein.
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Alison and Brian Fisher in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of their son Evan.

Loren Jacobson and Moshe Rudelman in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of their son Gabriel.

Rachel Segal in honor of the B’nei Mitzvah of her children, Max and Victoria.

Krista Weinstein and Craig Weinstein in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of their son Jacob.
Lauren Kohn and Patrick Fabry were married on May 28, 2017 in Dallas. Lauren is the daughter of Lynne and Lawrence Kohn, the granddaughter of the late Claire and Murray Austein, the late Muriel and Daniel Kohn, and the great-granddaughter of the late Freda “Fritzie” Polak. Patrick is the son of William Fabry and the late Aniko Fabry. Lauren and Patrick are residing in Dallas.

Todd Nathan and Taylor Castle were married on Sunday, May 28, 2017 in Dallas. Todd is the son of Karen and Bassim Nathan of Dallas, and the grandson of Shirley Telisman Kresh. Taylor is the daughter of Lori and Henry Siegel of Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Taylor and Todd are residing in Dallas.

Sarah Lipson and Lane Hacker were married on July 8, 2017, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Sarah is the daughter of Eric Lipson and Debbie Lipson and the granddaughter of Shelly Lipson and Diane and Myron Sandler. Lane is the son of Karen and Bradley Hacker, and the grandson of Merle (and the late Sonny, z”l) Hacker. They will make their home in Florida.

Tina St. Cyr and Jeremy Davidoff were married on September 23, 2017 in Chicago. Jeremy is the son of Shirley and Bill Davidoff of Dallas. Tina is the daughter of Patti and Mark St. Cyr of Hinsdale, Illinois. Tina and Jeremy are residing in Chicago.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!

(THROUGH OCTOBER 23, 2017)

Morty Barnett
Michelle and Michael Barnett, Children: Brandt (3) and Ritter (5)
Freda Birnbaum
Sara and Matt Bodzy
Jason Brookner
Children: Indigo (Indie) (9)
Marcie and Michael Brown
Susan and Len Cedars
Adam Davies
Lauren and Patrick Fabry
Stefani Rubenfeld and Anthony Ferlan
Caroline and Brett Freedenberg
Melissa and Michael Gerstle
Children: Julian (9) and Charlotte (7)
Mia Goetz
Lauren and Peter Hogan
Frances and Matthew Jameson
Children: Phoebe (6 months)

Lauren Kahn and Medeline Teig
Andrea and David Schriever Kaplan
Children: Milo (10)
Josh Katz
Ian Kimmel
Debbie and Louis Kovalsky
Jenny and Randy Kramen
Children: Ronin (6) and Sydney (10)
Rose Keditor
Nisa Kubiliun
Linda and Jason Lucks
Michelle and Bob Malish
Children: Jacqueline (21)
Sharon Markman
Jenna and Saul Moch
Taylor and Todd Nathan
Drew Newsom
Ed Nussbaum
Lauren and David Rosenbloom

Elliott Ross
Paige and David Schnabel
Children: Leo (9)
Sarah and Ari Schwartz
Rachel Segal
Children: Alexander (17), Maximillian (15) and Victoria (14)
Jake Spigelman
Gloria and Phillip Stayman
Jerome Stein
Children: Jourdan (24) and Reid (22)
Jennifer and Ari Sunshine
Children: Jonah (14) and Elana (12)
Tracie Baker and Samuel Trakhtenbroit
Rachel Traxler
Colleen O’Conner and Jeff Wolf
Becca Wood
Lisa Zakarin
Children: Skylar (19) and Morgan (21)
Dan Zale
Though they are nearly three months apart, Chanukah and Purim are inextricably linked in the Jewish calendar. There are many similarities—a focus on food and fun and on creating indelible memories of joy and frivolity—for children, in particular. Unlike the three pilgrimage festivals, Pesach, Sukkot, and Shavuot, there are no restrictions on work and though both feature plenty of ritual, customs on these holidays are less formal and less weighty. Our services on these days feel less like an obligation and more like a celebration.

But there is one other major theme that ties the two together and makes these holidays unique—they are both about heroes. On all other holidays, to borrow a phrase from the seder, we praise God's might, but on Chanukah and Purim, we marvel at the achievements of Jewish men and women who saved our people from destruction.

On Chanukah, we remember the triumph of the Maccabees over the Greek empire that defiled our Temple and threatened to stamp out our particular way of life. Mattityahu and Judah are usually celebrated for their military strength, but it was their leadership and political savvy that truly brought about our salvation. They united two disparate groups of Jews—one group that believed that only God and God's messiah could rescue us from the hands of our oppressors, and another group that wanted to bow to what they perceived to be a superior culture, the next step in the advancement of human progress. The lesson behind the victory of the Maccabees is that heroes do not sit around and wait for God to save us. Like Herzl and Ben-Gurion, Judah understood that, quite often, God works through us, not for us. The Maccabees had the courage to say, simultaneously, to their own community and to the Greek society that surrounded them—enough! We will not allow the oppression of sameness, of a secular culture that stands in opposition to our values, to deny our own uniqueness and our particular sacred destiny.

On Purim, our heroes achieved the same national result, but through a much more personal journey. Though Esther displayed similar courage in defending her people, her victory was not displayed through strength of body, but through strength of character. With patience and perseverance, she earned the trust and loyalty of her husband, King Achashverosh without attracting suspicion from her adversary, the evil Haman. But like Judah Maccabee, Esther also put her life in the line to say what needed to be said. Entering the King's court without asking permission, a capital offence, she condemned Haman for plotting genocide against her people, despite the personal danger she faced. She understood, as did her cousin Mordechai, that bravery is the byproduct of risk and sacrifice with no guarantee of success. She was granted no divine promise of protection. In fact, God is completely absent from the scroll of Esther—yet another reminder that these holidays teach us that Jewish survival and revival is not just a result of divine will but also of human agency.

At every brit milah, we place our newborn children in the keseh shel Eliyahu, the chair of Elijah, at the start of the ceremony. This is a gesture of profound significance and profound optimism. Elijah’s presence is a symbol of imminent redemption, of the completion of the sacred task of repairing the world—a heroic act, if ever there was one. When we place our children in Elijah’s seat, we remind ourselves that each child entered into our covenant with God has the potential to alter the course of history—not just for Jews, but for all of God’s people. Each child is a messianic figure, each newborn life a potential hero.

It’s no accident the Chanukah and Purim fall during the winter—the darkest time of our year. Because heroes are only required when hope is short and challenges seem insurmountable. It’s at these times that we must remind ourselves that part of the responsibility of being Jewish is finding the hero within each of us—to do what must be done, to say what must be said, no matter how great the opposition, no matter how significant the risk.

In that spirit, we look forward to celebrating these remarkable and joyous holidays with you in the days ahead. And get your superhero costume ready so that you can join us as a member of the JEWstice League on Erev Purim, Wednesday evening, February 28!

Chag Sameach!
There’s a New Sheriff in Town!

The Shearith Israel Officers and Board of Directors invite you to the installation of

Rabbi Ari Sunshine
Saturday, December 9, 2017

Shabbat Morning:
Service, Installation & Kiddush Luncheon

9:00 am    Service begins (Babysitting available in the Family Room)
9:30 am    Torah Service
10:30 am   Installation Ceremony
11:00 am   Shababa for our young families

Saturday Evening:
Celebrate with The Sunshines
7:30-10:00 pm
BBQ! Live Band! Beer & Wine! Dancing!
Dress: Texas Casual

Let us know y’all are coming!
RSVP at shearith.org/rabbi-sunshines-installation
or call 214-361-6606

Honor Rabbi Sunshine by joining in as a sponsor when you RSVP.
MUSICAL SHABBATOT

“We Shall Overcome” Shabbat
Honoring the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King
January 12, 2018 at 6 pm
Beck Family Sanctuary

A Friday night Shabbat service featuring special guests
One Voice gospel choir, our own Cantor Zhrebker,
Kol Rina and Kol Neshamah.

A Shabbat dinner with speakers
Rabbi Ari Sunshine and Reverend Dante Shedd follows.
Register at www.shearith.org

Shabbat Shira
with Hazzan Zhrebker &
Shearith Israel Choirs
Shabbat Morning
January 27, 2018
9:30 am
Beck Family Sanctuary
Kiddush Lunch to Follow

Carlebach Shabbat
With HAZZAN ITZHAK ZHREBKLER
and the Shearith Israel Choirs

February 16, 2017

Kabbalat Shabbat
Beck Family Sanctuary
6 pm
Dinner to follow

BROADWAY SHABBAT

A fun and inspiring musical
Kabbalat Shabbat service
with Hazzan Itzhak Zhrebker,
the Shearith Choirs and Band.

MARCH 16, 2018
6 pm
Beck Family Sanctuary
Dinner to follow
Guys’ Night Out:
“Spirit”ed Study with Rabbi Sunshine
Come for a tasting of beverages and a taste of Torah, complemented with dinner and great company!
Thursday, January 4—Bourbon
Thursday, March 1—Tequila
Thursday, May 3 — Israeli Wines
All events 6:30-8:30 pm in Topletz Auditorium
Complimentary event!
RSVP to Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org
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The Congregation Shearith Israel
Music Committee’s Small-Waldman-Cohen
2017 - 2018 Signature Series Presents:

Around the World with Itzhak Zhrebker

Sunday, December 3, 2017
7:00 p.m. in Kaplan Auditorium

Please join us for an intimate evening of music and memories. Around the World with Itzhak Zhrebker will include popular Broadway, French, German, Yiddish, Russian, Hebrew and Italian songs and arias.

The evening will have a nightclub atmosphere and include light appetizers and a cash bar.

Havdallah & Game Night

Saturday, January 20
7 pm

We’ll have lots of games available or bring your own! RSVP to Katie Venetsky at kvenetsky@shearith.org

Special Guests:
Kalinka & Rozalie Levant

Russian Duo Kalinka & Band!
Shababa
Shababa is a Shabbat experience that invites every single person in the room to engage in the magic and love of community. Rabbi Shira Wallach and puppet friends lead with a playful, musical, and honest spirit. Play area and high chairs are provided during Shabbat meals.
Shababa North at Beit Am/Levine, Fridays@5:45 pm
January 5, February 9, March 9, April 13, May 4
(Dinner registration required. Please email Sarah Katz at skatz@shearith.org)
Shababa South at Fonberg Family Chapel,
Saturdays@11 am: December 9, January 13, February 3, March 17, April 21, May 12
(free lunch included)

Playgroup Plus
On Fridays, young children and their grownups are invited to gather in our beautiful Family Room at Shearith from 10:30 am-noon. We sing, play, explore, and commiserate about sleepless nights and teething. But most importantly, at a time in our lives that could feel isolating, we connect with other young parents who understand our experience.
December 8, December 22, January 5, January 15, February 9, February 23, March 9, March 23, April 27, May 11, May 25

Havdalah
The beautiful ritual that helps us end Shabbat and transition into the rest of the week is a family favorite. This year, we’ll have two Havdalah events: a Havdalah and Chanukah Party with the Shearith community and a Havdalah and movie night in January.
December 16 and January 27

Tiny Treasures
Our highly-anticipated annual celebration of new life in our Shearith community! Join us for Shababa, welcome all of the new babies, and then celebrate with lunch and a Keepsake Book.
February 3

Purim
Shearith pulls out all the stops for Purim! Don’t miss our Family Megillah Reading and Celebration.
February 28

Unlocking Jewish Wonder
Educators, clergy, parents and visionaries will come together for an amazing weekend of learning!

Save the Date for the Regional Shababa Summit
February 2-4, 2018
More information to follow
THANK YOU TO OUR FALL FESTIVAL SPONSORS

Train Sponsor
SISterhood
Palmer Services; Shearith Israel Officers: Jack Jacobsen, Shirley Davidoff and Irving Prengler; Ylang 23, Fonda Arbetter

Attraction Sponsor
Levine Academy, Dallas Jewish Life, Stuart Margol Companies and Marilyn Donsky Pailet, an EbbyHalliday Realtor

Truck Sponsor
Frost, The Legacy, Cruise One, the Charney Family, the Reznik Family, the Birnbaum/Devane Family, the Waldman Family, the Fleshler Family, the Altman Family, the Grossman Family, Jorge Goldsmit, Realtor

Friends of the Festival
Central Market, Costco, the Bond Family, Ann and Scott Cobert, Theresa Hurt, Katie Venetsky

Miscellaneous Sponsors
Rachel Kaufman, Carolyn Abrams, Will Devane, Staci Reznik, Amanda Franklin and Shaun Medows!

Committee Members:
And a big thank you to all our Major Sponsors!

CSI YOUTH!

December 3: 3rd – 6th Grade
Shorashim at Operation Kindness

December 16: Chanukah Bash

December 24-28: 8th-12th Grade
USY International Convention in Chicago

January 28: 3rd – 6th Grade
Shorashim

February 16-18: 8th-12th Grade
USY Spring Kallah in Austin

February 28: Purim Celebration

Take flight with SHORASHIM!

3rd - 6th graders, be a part of the Shearith Israel Youth Group.
Become a member for $36 and participate in our remaining 4 events, or pay per event.
December 3, 2017 January 28, 2018
March 25, 2018 April 15, 2018

Contact Sarah Lipinsky
at slipinsky@shearith.org
Looking to change up your Shabbat routine? Join us for…

Prayer Rhythms

Led by Rabbi Sunshine and Len Barnett from Percussion Things

Prayer Rhythms is an alternative, highly participatory Shabbat prayer experience in the Fonberg Chapel featuring rhythm, group drumming, prayers and niggunim (melodies without words).

Don’t miss out on this new and exciting opportunity to reflect, be energized and inspired, together with other members of our Shearith community!

Dates and Times

- **Saturday morning, December 2**
  10:30 - 11:30 am

- **Saturday morning, March 24**
  10:30 - 11:30 am

- **Friday night, January 19**
  6 - 7 pm

- **Friday night, May 4**
  6:30 - 7:30 pm
  (At Levine Academy)

- **Saturday morning, January 27**
  10:30 - 11:30 am

- **Saturday morning, May 19**
  10:30 - 11:30 am

TORAH ON TAP

Come see where real life and Torah intersect.
Rabbi Sunshine leads an evening of conversation and study.

**Uptown at Lekka Café**
1921 N. Henderson Ave, Dallas, TX 75206

20 & 30-somethings join us:
Tuesdays from 8-9:30 pm
December 5, 2017
January 16, February 6, March 13, April 10 and May 15, 2018

Enjoy a complimentary drink and appetizers. RSVP to Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org

**North at The Coffee House Café**
6150 Frankford Road, Dallas TX 75252

Join us Tuesdays 7:30 - 9 pm
January 23
February 27
March 20
April 24
May 22, 2018

Enjoy a complimentary drink and entrée. RSVP to Theresa Hurt at thurt@shearith.org
Look at all that’s coming up at WFRS!

DECEMBER!

**8-10:** Institute of Southern Jewish Life Education Fellow, Rachel Fraade, will lead professional growth & development workshop for WFRS educators

**10:** 6th Grade Family Program: 10:45 am – 12:10 pm

**14:** Board of Education Meeting: 7 pm

**17:** 5th-6th Grade Lifecycle Unit Begins Led by Rabbi Wallach:
  - Session 1: birth, bris, baby naming
  - Kindergarten – 6th Grade Chanukah Celebration
  - 7th – 10th Grade Chanukah Program with Guests from CHAI

Parent JEWniversity for parents of 5th-7th graders. Learn with one of our rabbis as your child prepares for bnai mitzvah. In Sardas Beit Midrash: 11:15 am – 12:10 pm

**December 19 – January 4:** Religious School Closed

JANUARY!

**7:** Religious school resumes
  - K-6th Family Mitzvah Program at 10:30 am: Partnering with Social Action for a Sandwich Drive
  - 7th-10th: Regular school day

**11:** Board of Education Meeting: 7 pm

**14:** Religious School closed

**17:** Jewish Camp Scholarship Essay Due

**27:** 3rd Grade Consecration at 7 pm: 3rd graders lead Havdallah, kid-friendly family dinner and dessert, special Havdallah activity

**28:** 5th-6th Grade Lifecycle Unit Led by Rabbi Wallach: Session 2: B’nai Mitzvah
  - Kindergarten – 6th Grade TU Bishvat Celebration
  - 7th -10th Grade TU Bishvat Program with Guests from CHAI

FEBRUARY!

**1:** Board of Education Meeting at 7 pm

**4:** Kindergarten – 6th Grade Shearith Family Learning Experience led by Special Guest
  - 5th Grade Family Program: 10:45 am -12:10 pm

**11:** 5th-6th Grade Lifecycle Unit Led by Rabbi Wallach: Session 3: Weddings
  - Parent JEWniversity for parents of 5th-7th graders. Learn with one of our rabbis as your child prepares for bnai mitzvah. Sardas Beit Midrash at 11:15 am – 12:10 pm

**18:** Religious School closed

**25:** 4th Grade Family Program: 10:45 am – 12:10 pm

WFRS is graciously supported by our generous partner, SISterhood
SISterhood Women’s Shabbat
Friday, January 26, 2018
@ 6:00 pm
Beck Sanctuary

Sunday, December 10th
20% off and Tax Free
9 am to 12:30 pm
Stop by during regular business hours the week of December 3rd to pre-shop the sale.
Call (214)939-7343 or email us at thegallery@shearith.org

Come in on the fun – meet others who share your same interest!

Yarn Yentas – Lita Marishak, lita@compuserve.com
Lunch Bunch – Susan Schackman, sjschack@att.net
• Dec 19th – Danelo New Kosher Italian Restaurant, 11:30am
Book Club – Diane Lifshen, del729@aol.com
• (Dec) The Lilac Girls–Martha Hall Kelley
• (Jan) I am My Brother’s Keeper–Weiss & Weiss
• (Feb) My Jewish Year–Abigail Pogrebin
Cultural Arts Day Trippers – Janice Statman, sstajan@aol.com
• Dec 7th – Tour the Museum of Biblical Arts, 1:00pm
• Upcoming in 2018: Dallas Arboretum, 6th floor Museum, and Dallas Holocaust Museum

SISterhood Membership

SISterhood welcomes and encourages you to become an active member in our organization. Annual dues are only $40 ($20 if you are under 30 or over 75).

Membership Includes:
• A one-year association with our organization Women’s League for Conservative Judaism (www.wlcj.org).
• A 10% discount on purchases in The Gallery, our Judaica shop.
• Participation in our Special Interest Groups.
• A one-time stipend of up to $750/child for organized trips to Israel.
• Invitation to attend a paid-up annual member event.

Contact Membership VPs:
Rachel Stock, rachali1@aol.com
469-441-6402
Ruth Bakal, rhbakal@flash.net
214-287-0880
for more information.

SISterhood proudly presents
2018 TORAH FUND Honoree
Marsha Lev
SAVE THE DATE -
Sunday, April 29, 2018
For more information contact Torah Fund
Co-VP, Janet Jerrow, 214-392-2354
Mazel Tov to the Mitzvah Meal Program, which congregant Joel Roffman organized in 2009. The group recently provided their 600th meal since the program’s inception! And the number of lives who have been touched by these acts of gemilut hasadim (loving kindness) is even greater. Mazel Tov to the many volunteers who make this program possible and who help create a holy community.

Mazel Tov to Carol Aaron, Dawn Aaron, Sandy Donsky and Zona Pidgeon for Co-Chairing the Legacy Senior Communities YES! Event on November 2, 2017.

Hayley Isenberg (basketball) and Ashley Isenberg (basketball), daughters of Lori and Judge Randall Isenberg competed in the 2017 Maccabiah Games. Hayley’s team defeated Israel to win gold, and Ashley’s team made it to the final round.

Sophia Fineberg, Yavneh Senior and daughter of Ilana and Daniel Stromberg, was awarded the Audrey Kaplan award for Future Inspiring Women of the Southwest on October 19 by the Southwest Jewish Congress.

Mazel Tov to the many volunteers who make this program possible and who help create a holy community.

Mr. and Mrs. Todd Aaron of Dallas, Texas happily announce the engagement of their son, Bennett Harrison Aaron, to Amanda Paige Gross, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Gross of Park City, Utah. Their wedding will take place in early spring of 2018.

It is with great pleasure that Shelli and Marshall Goldberg announce the engagement of their daughter, Jamie Patricia Goldberg, to Elliot Gerson. An August 2018 wedding is planned.

It is with great pleasure that Michael and Pam Pidgeon announce the engagement of their daughter, Micole Pidgeon, to Andrew Cobert. Andrew is the son of Ann and Scott Cobert. Micole and Andrew plan to wed in May of 2018 in Dallas.

It is with great pleasure that Rikki Rutchik & Kirk Kovinsky and Jay & Virginia Krasoff announce the engagement of their daughter, Mazelle Krasoff, to Matthew Prescott, son of Myra and Stuart Prescott. Mazel Tov also to Mazelle’s grandparents, Elaine and Morris Rutchik.

BIRTHS


ADELAINE RENEE BECKER, born September 20, 2017, daughter of Allison Whitman Becker and Josh Becker; granddaughter of Bonnie and Jeffrey Whitman, and Susan (Howard, z”l) Becker; great-granddaughter of the late Thelma and Bernard Gerson; niece of Andrea and Brett Steiger, and Melissa and Adam King; cousin of Dylan Steiger and Halle King.

BEVAN MARSHALL AND ETHAN YAKOV CHARNEY, born September 6, 2017, sons of Yana Rakovich Charney and Rick Charney. The entire Charney and Rakovich families welcome the twin boys with open arms.

YA’AR FINSTEIN, born October 8, 2017, son of Shiran and Matthew Finstein; grandson of Marie Finstein, Quyen and Stephen Finstein, and Hadassah and Inon Tasa.

NAOMI JOCELYN HOTCHKISS, born August 8, 2017, daughter of Naina and Scott Hotchkiss; granddaughter of Suzanne and Martin Hotchkiss, and Janaki and Balakrishna Medavaranup; niece of Paula and Paul Hotchkiss, and Tiffany and Avinash Medavaranup.


DYLAN REID STAFFORD, born July 9, 2017, son of Dr. Lauren Shawn Stafford and John Stafford; brother of Ethan Michael Stafford; grandson of Toby Weston Shaw and Larry Shaw, and Natalie and Chris Stafford; great-grandson of Eugene Weston and Tom Tachis.

JULIETTE HAZEL TOPLETZ, born August 11, 2017, daughter of Lupe and Lane Topletz; sister of Isabella Topletz; granddaughter of Iris and Dennis Topletz and Barbara and Ramon Reyna; niece of Casey (Jade) Topletz and Wendy Topletz; great-niece of Karen and Steve Topletz and Vicki Topletz.

VIVIENNE MAE VILLVERDE, born September 3, 2017, daughter of Melissa Kohn and Roberta Villaverde; granddaughter of Lynne and Lawrence Kohn, and Marta and Carlos Valenzuela; great-granddaughter of the late Claire and Murray Austein, and the late Muriel and Daniel Kohn; great-great-granddaughter of the late Freda “Fritzie” Polak; niece of Lauren and Patrick Fabry, and Cindy and Roberto Villaverde.

AMELIA YOCHANANOV, born June 23, 2017, daughter of Julie and Aharon Yochananov; sister of Eliana Yochananov; granddaughter of Laurie and David Sokolsky, and Katya and Avichai Yochananov; great-granddaughter of Shirley Sokolsky, and the late Eileen and Joseph Treblin, z”l; niece of Brittany and Benjamin Sokolsky, Milana and Yehoshua Yochananov, and Shir and Gavriel Yochananov.

JAMESON AVERY WALDRON, born June 6, 2017, son of Jessica and Jonathan Waldron; grandson of Lisa Lipkin and Scott Robbins, Frances (John, z”l) Waldron, and Vicky and John Ferrar; nephew of Daniel Robbins.

NAOMI JOCELYN HOTCHKISS, born August 8, 2017, daughter of Naina and Scott Hotchkiss; granddaughter of Suzanne and Martin Hotchkiss, and Janaki and Balakrishna Medavaranup; niece of Paula and Paul Hotchkiss, and Tiffany and Avinash Medavaranup.


BIRTHS

MAZEL TOVS

ENGAGEMENTS

VIVIENNE MAE VILLVERDE, born September 3, 2017, daughter of Melissa Kohn and Roberta Villaverde; granddaughter of Lynne and Lawrence Kohn, and Marta and Carlos Valenzuela; great-granddaughter of the late Claire and Murray Austein, and the late Muriel and Daniel Kohn; great-great-granddaughter of the late Freda “Fritzie” Polak; niece of Lauren and Patrick Fabry, and Cindy and Roberto Villaverde.

AMELIA YOCHANANOV, born June 23, 2017, daughter of Julie and Aharon Yochananov; sister of Eliana Yochananov; granddaughter of Laurie and David Sokolsky, and Katya and Avichai Yochananov; great-granddaughter of Shirley Sokolsky, and the late Eileen and Joseph Treblin, z”l; niece of Brittany and Benjamin Sokolsky, Milana and Yehoshua Yochananov, and Shir and Gavriel Yochananov.

JAMESON AVERY WALDRON, born June 6, 2017, son of Jessica and Jonathan Waldron; grandson of Lisa Lipkin and Scott Robbins, Frances (John, z”l) Waldron, and Vicky and John Ferrar; nephew of Daniel Robbins.

VIVIENNE MAE VILLVERDE, born September 3, 2017, daughter of Melissa Kohn and Roberta Villaverde; granddaughter of Lynne and Lawrence Kohn, and Marta and Carlos Valenzuela; great-granddaughter of the late Claire and Murray Austein, and the late Muriel and Daniel Kohn; great-great-granddaughter of the late Freda “Fritzie” Polak; niece of Lauren and Patrick Fabry, and Cindy and Roberto Villaverde.

AMELIA YOCHANANOV, born June 23, 2017, daughter of Julie and Aharon Yochananov; sister of Eliana Yochananov; granddaughter of Laurie and David Sokolsky, and Katya and Avichai Yochananov; great-granddaughter of Shirley Sokolsky, and the late Eileen and Joseph Treblin, z”l; niece of Brittany and Benjamin Sokolsky, Milana and Yehoshua Yochananov, and Shir and Gavriel Yochananov.

JAMESON AVERY WALDRON, born June 6, 2017, son of Jessica and Jonathan Waldron; grandson of Lisa Lipkin and Scott Robbins, Frances (John, z”l) Waldron, and Vicky and John Ferrar; nephew of Daniel Robbins.
ANNIVERSARIES

December Wedding Anniversaries
50+ Years
Rose and Brian Cohen
Susan and Martin Golman
Elaine and Melvyn Lerman
Sydel and Bernard Rudner
Elaine and Morris Rutchik
Frances and Sydney Steiner
Marilyn and Harold Sweet
Ida Ann and Harold Zweig

25+ Years
Dawn and Todd Aaron
Carolyn and David Abrams
Lori and Joel Alhadeff
Barbra and Jay Applebaum
Judith and Julian Borejdo
Beth and Michael Brown
Lynn and Barry Cooper
Brenda and Donnie Dubin
Reesa and David Feinstein
Michelle and Marshall Funk
Lindy and Mark Girson
Hope and Leonard Hochster
Suzanne and Martin Hotchkiss
Mary and Stefan Krieger
Lana and Stanley Latman
Sharon and Charles Levin
Beverley and Peter Lewin
Meryl and Scott Nason
Karen and Bassim Nathan
June and Daniel Penkar
Tami and Craig Prengler
Sharon and Alex Ray
Judy and Barry Rubenstein
Donna and Byron Rubin
Helen and William Sutker
Susan and Allan Sutker

January Wedding Anniversaries
50+ Years
Joyce and Selwin Belofsky
Frances and Julius Coleman
Lena and Arkadiy Gasina
Audree and Alan Meyer
Fannie and Joseph Viroslav

January Wedding Anniversaries con’t
25+ Years
Linda and Leonard Behr
Frank and Karen Gottschalk
Veronique and Hylton Jonas
Mimi and Mark Kogut
Beth and Laurence Konig
Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
Leanne and Mark Reiter
Beverly and Jackson Salasky
Ann and Lawrence Schiller
Pila and Mark Siegelman
Karen and Martin Sosland
Barbara and Arnie Stokol
Loyd and Jeff Zisk

February Wedding Anniversaries
50+ Years
Sylvia and Marvin Greenberg
Janet and Abe Hershman
Barbara and Leon Lampert
Agnes and Alexander Liener
Susan and Allen Luterman
Rita and Mitchell Rasansky

25+ Years
Jenne and Marc Becker
Dena and David Fein
Wendy and Leon Finkelstein
Laurie and Dan Goetz
Julee and Jerrold Grodin
Kathryn and Selwyn Hill
Donna and Larry Olschwanger
Francoise and Rich Olschwanger
Barbara and C. Michael Pactor
Kathy and Steven Schneider
Fredell and Allan Shulkin
Elaine and Carl Solomon

Is your student back from studying abroad?
Submit their school address on our website for college connection!
Our next care package will be sent out before Pesach, so please submit the addresses by March 7, 2018!
IN MEMORIAM (THROUGH NOVEMBER 2, 2017)

DOROTHY K. ABRAMS, z’l, born August 17, 1916; mother of Judith Lifson and Carol (Ronnie) Goldman; grandmother of 6; great-grandmother of 10.

AUDREY AMBROWITZ, z’l, wife of Robert Ambrowitz; mother of Karen (James) Woodard; grandmother of Sydney and Riley Woodard; and sister of Arnold (Charis) Aronson.

GOLDA BAKER, z’l, wife of Gilbert Baker; mother of Ann (David) Ronn, Marcie (Peter) Turrin and Karen Baker; grandmother of 6; sister of Devora Rubin and Jacob Geller.

GENE CARR, z’l, father of Andrew (Avra) Carr and Joe Carr; grandfather of Grant Carr and Tyler Lancarte.

MANUEL DUBINSKY, z’l, father of Rabbi Mark (Leslie) Dubinsky and Madelyn (Cris) Skaug; step-father of Nick Franklin; grandfather of 3; great-grandfather of 7.

DR. BRIAN ELLMAN, z’l; significant other of Charlotte Schuman; father of Clifford Ellman, Laurence Ellman, Michael (Tram) Ellman, and Richard (Tiffanie) Ellman; grandfather of Aviana, Ethan, Greyson, Devan and Oliver.

JOSE ESQUENAZI, z’l, husband of Celia Esquenazi; father of Edith Torkiya and Abe Esquenazi; grandfather of Emily and Albert Esquenazi; father of Edith Torkiya and Jacob Esquenazi; and sister of Maxine Polakoff; brother of Maxine Polakoff; father of Lee Adam Polakoff and Deena Faye Polakoff; brother of Maxine Polakoff; and sister of Maxine Polakoff.

SIMON FISH, z’l, brother of Belle Seals.

ELLEN GIMBEL, z’l, mother of Steven (Vivian) Gimbel, and Ronn (Clara) Gimbel; aunt of Dave Karlebach, Dan (Sondra) Karlebach, and Jerilyn (Paul) Anderson; great-aunt of Sheli Karlebach; sister of the late Bob (Eve) Karlebach, z’l.

HARRIET GOLDF, z’l, mother of Jeff (Sandi) Gold, and Matt (Tricia) Gold; grandmother of Rebecca Gold, Eric (Guy Gulotta-Gold) Gold, Tracy (Sean) Knecht, and Josh Gold; sister of David (Roberta) Welz.

RUTH GOLDBERG, z’l, mother of Donna (Don Katcoff) Goldberg and David Goldberg; grandmother of Adina and Doron Goldberg.

ISIDORO HAZAN-COHEN, z’l, husband of Sara Hazan-Cohen, father of Rebecca (Marc) Pinker, Rachel Wallace, Mark Hazan-Cohen and Carmen Cohen; grandfather of Peter Wallace; brother of Esther (Maurice) Bramnik, Rachelle (Julio) Gojer and Jaime (Esther) Hazan-Cohen.

ALLI ITZKOWITZ, z’l, mother of Stan (Cheryl) Itzkowitz and Gene (Vicki) Itzkowitz; grandmother of Marny Itzkowitz (Cody) Weaver, Jonathan Itzkowitz, Julie (Dave) Levenstein, Jennifer (Michael) Robbins, and Alyson (Aaron) Epstein; great-grandmother of 11; sister-in-law of Elaine Bock; aunt of Steven (Vicki) Bock, Lawrence (Katy) Bock, and David (Robin) Bock, along with many other nieces and nephews.

MATHILDA KAMAN, z’l, mother of Warren Kaman and Mark (Sandy) Kaman; grandmother of Daniel (Abby) Kaman and Adam (Michelle) Kaman; great-grandmother of Leorah Kaman, Ari Kaman, Shira Kaman, Oliver Kaman and Rikki Kaman; sister of Natalie Berman.

SYLVIA KAMENOW, z’l, mother of Sheryl (Ray) Rosenbaum, Dee (Joel) Muscoplat and Ilyane (Craig) Dikel; grandmother of Lindsey Rosenbaum, Samantha (Jason) Wise, Melanie (Ben) Gray and Lauren Muscoplat; great-grandmother of Sydney, Piper, Ivy, Penina, Dahlia and Ayla.

IRENE KOGUTT, z’l, wife of Sam Kogutt; mother of Randy (Nilofer) Kogutt, Jeff (Judy) Kogutt, and Michael (Angie) Kogutt; grandmother of Benjamin (Merissa) Kogutt, Asher Kogutt, Elan Kogutt and Jake Kogutt; great-grandmother of Adira, Arielle and Micah Kogutt; beloved in-laws, Ruth and Wally Cowan.

DONALD KOPIN, z’l, husband of Betty Kopin; father of Pam (Leon) Dagerman and Nancy (Steve) Fine; grandfather of Megan (Jeremy) Roberts, Ryan Dagerman, Samantha Fine and Josh Fine.

ERNST LOWEY, z’l, father of 4; grandfather of 8; brother of Edward (Nancy) Lowe; uncle of Susan (David) Sternblitz, Lisa Lowe and Mark (Debbie) Lowe; great-uncle of Jordan and Hallie Sternblitz, and Abby, Adam and Lexie Lowe.

DAVID OLSCHWANGER, z’l, husband of Nikki Olschwanger, father of Larry (Donna) Olschwanger, Eric (Lisa) Olschwanger, and Rich (Francoise) Olschwanger; grandfather of Jordan, Megan, Marli, Chase, Zach and Zev Olschwanger; brother of Marilyn Isaacs.

RICHARD ALVIN POLAKOFF, z’l, husband of Roslyn Polakoff; father of Lee Adam Polakoff and Deena Faye Polakoff; brother of Maxine Waldman; uncle of many nieces and nephews.

GRETA GORDON RICKOFF, z’l, mother of Rick (Michelle) Rickoff, Dr. Scott (Faye) Rickoff, Dr. Michael (Jamie) Rickoff and Dr. Bruce (Olga) Rickoff; grandmother of 10, including Zachary Rickoff and Neil Rickoff; great-granddaughters; sister of Dolores Gelb.

CHARLES MARK ROSS, z’l, husband of Kitty Ross; father of Danny and Stephanie Ross, and Jon (Kimberly) Ross and Kevin Ross; grandfather of Shane, Sterling and Stratton Ross, and Jennie and Aiden Ross; brother of Carole (Jack) Greenberg; former husband of Sharon Ross and former father-in-law of Ella Ross; uncle of Joel (Doreen) Greenberg, Steve (Martha) Greenberg and Susie (Grant) Gold; great-uncle of Justin, Jordan, Garrett, Maddie, Kate and Jack Greenberg, and Gavin and Alexis Gold.

LENA ROTHSCCHILD, z’l, mother of Stan (Colleen) Rothschild, Madalyn (Bobby) Zimmermann and Phyliss (Bobby) Shapiro; grandmother of Michael (Julie) Zimmermann, Steven Zimmermann, Andrew (Sarah) Zimmerman, Jim (Carrie) Shapiro, Shannon (Greg) Spencer, Buck (Stacy) Shapiro, Mike (Kathleen) Shapiro, Bailey Booth, Cameron Booth, Beau Rothschild and Jonathan (Bari) Rothschild; great-grandmother of 19.

ROCHELLE "SHELLY" SATTERFIELD, z’l, wife of Doug Clark; mother of Jeff (Melinda) Smirin; grandmother of Ilana and Adina Smirin.

KENNETH TREVORROW, z’l, husband of Dr. Isabella Sardas; father of Zachary and Samuel Sardas; son-in-law of Esther and Jacques Sardas; brother-in-law of Dora Sardas Royaute, Mia Sardas and Claudia Sardas Wikman.

JEFFREY WEISS, z’l, husband of Marni Weiss; son of Lenore Weiss; brother of Dale (Alison) Weiss; uncle of Lindsey Weiss and Daniel Weiss.

MYRON WELLER, z’l, husband of Maryl Weller; father of Nathan Weller; brother of Harlan (Beth) Weller; uncle of Jeremy Weller and Rebecca Weller; son-in-law of Barbara Goldis.

LARRY WOLFE, z’l, father of Darren (Nicole) Wolfe, and Damon (Jessica) Wolfe; grandfather of Ari, Ava, Ellie, Eden and Bella; uncle of Dr. Gil Wolfe and Dr. Devra (Ron) Wolfe Lehmann; former spouse of Dr. Minna Wolfe Calhoun; predeceased by brother, Dr. Asher Wolfe; survived by many nieces and nephews.
WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE ALL OF THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS


Abe Cohen Youth Fund
In Memory Of Angela Middleman
Shelly and Ed Middleman

Abe Harari Jewish Camp Scholarship
In Memory Of Abe Harari
Meryl and Marty Harari
Sylvia Harari
In Memory Of Irving Gindi
In Memory Of Mark Gindi
Sylvia Harari
In Memory Of Lena Rothschild
Meryl and Marty Harari

Ann Campaign for Excellence
17/18
In Honor Of Sonny Hershman
Rebecca and Allen Bodzy
In Memory Of Ella D. Small
In Memory Of Isadore M. Small
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Small

Annie & Sam Rosenbloom Memorial Fund
In Memory Of Belle Silvergold Rose
Ethel Zale

B. & R. Levy Adult Educ Fund
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Arlene and Alan Sandgarten

BDF General Purpose Fund
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Steve and Carol Aaron

BDF North Cemetery Fund
In Memory Of Herbert Lowenkron
Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
In Memory Of Lillian Olschwanger
Marilyn Isaacs

BDF Torah Fund
In Honor Of Abe Hershman’s 90th Birthday
Ann and Michael Gallant
In Memory Of Brian Ellman
Bette W. Miller
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Byron and Janis Falk

Becker/Zainfeld Cemetery Fund
In Honor Of Mr. & Mrs. Hymen Childs - 50th wedding anniversary
Jenne and Marc Becker
In Memory Of Barbara Ruth Banks
Burtschell
Harriett B. & Stephen Stern
In Memory Of Charlotte Donosky Levit
Cynthia Alpern & Sons

Bernard & Rose Cerper Educ Fund
In Memory Of Dan Morguloff
In Memory Of Harriet Gold
In Memory Of Shelly Satterfield
Jenne and Marc Becker
In Memory Of Morris C. Fagin
Stanley and Donna Fagin
In Memory Of Rochelle Satterfield
Sol & Doris Freed
In Memory Of Sylvia Zale
Ethel Zale

Bertha Moss Chevra Kadisha Fund
In Memory Of Jane Hayward
Tina and Leonard Epstein

Bess & Morris Cohen Fund
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Michael Cohen and Ruth Bakal

Building Fund Donation
In Memory Of Stella Hoppenstein
Dr. Jay Hoppenstein

Burn The Mortgage
In Honor Of Abe “Sonny” Hershman
Gayle & Jeff Borovay
In Memory Of Ali Itzkowitz
Janet and Gary Kaner
In Memory Of David Olschwanger
Susie and Joel Carp
Janet and Gary Kaner
In Memory Of Herman Pinker
Harold Pinker
In Memory Of Joan and Harvey Levitan
Bronwyn and Daniel Levitan
In Memory Of Philip Jerrow
Janet Jerrow

C. Gershon Israel Scholarship Fund
In Memory Of Simon Gershon
Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
Elaine and Trevor Pearlman

Cantor Zhrebker Discretionary Fund
For the Yahrzeit Of Andrew Lee
Friedberg
In Memory Of Evelyn Friedberg Koch
In Memory Of Irene Kogut
Lita Marishak
In Appreciation Of Cantor Zhrebker
Family of Pearlie Leshin
In Honor Of Sarah Rosen
In Memory Of Dora Michaelson
In Memory Of Helen Rosen Kunofsky
In Memory Of Max Michaelson
Paul and Tricia Michaelson
In Honor Of Sonny Hershman’s Special Birthday
Bette W. Miller
In Memory Of Adele Belofsky Pinsker
Selwin Belofsky
In Memory Of Brian Ellman
Marlene Gorin
In Memory Of Carl Middleman
Shelly and Ed Middleman
In Memory Of Cilly Baeck
Harold Baeck
In Memory Of Claudine Afif
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Donald Kopin
Shelli and Marshall Goldberg & Family
In Memory Of Dora Beja-Sardas
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Eugene Steinberger
Barbara and Michael Pactor
In Memory Of Joseph Wiesenfeld
Naomi Bloom and Family
In Memory Of Julius Katz
Karen and Alan Katz
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Lance & Teresa Rosenfield
In Memory Of Mildred Weinstein
Joanie and Dr. Shelly Weinstein & Family
In Memory Of My Father, Charles Kuper
Hannah K. Beren
In Memory Of Rose Jonas
Veronique and Hyton Jonas
In Memory Of Simon Gershon
Andrea and Kipp Cohen
Marlene Sobek
Cemetery Care Fund
In Honor of the Wedding anniversary of Cyvia & Marvin Noble
Devora Rubin
In Memory Of Audrey Ambrowitz
Norm Bruckner
In Memory Of Doris Lipkin
Lisa Lipkin and Scott Robbins
In Memory Of Dorothy Luterman
Elaine and Carl Solomon
In Memory Of George Louis Fischl
Gail Weisblatt
In Memory Of Jake Berz
Linda Kramer Silber
In Memory Of Joseph D. Zable
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Zable
In Memory Of Joseph L. Korngut
Fred Korngut and Ross Korngut
In Memory Of Louis Druss
Elaine and Melvyn Lerman
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Robert Book & Marcy Helfand
In Memory Of Pauline Schnee
Arlene Johnson
In Memory Of Sylvia Yonack Sussman
Joan, Robert, Josh and Ross Yudkin
In Memory Of Zelda Rubin
Steve and Mary Meadow

Cemetery Operating Fund
In Appreciation Of Avi Mitzner
David Berman
In Memory Of Aaron Slutzky
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Zable
In Memory Of Charlie Ross
In Memory Of Doris Levine
In Memory Of Esther Stein
In Memory Of Inna Dudler
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
In Memory Of Sara Feldman
Cynthia and Robert Feldman
In Memory Of Dorothy Bruckner
Norman Bruckner
In Memory Of Dr. Brian Ellman
Carol and Steve Aaron
In Memory Of Emanuel Gian
Jack Gian
In Memory Of Eva K. Lipinsky
In Memory Of Harold Schackman
In Memory Of Jaclyn Beth Schackman
Joe and Susan Schackman
In Memory Of Gene Rubin
Mary and Steve Meadow
In Memory Of Harold Topletz
In Memory Of Louis Sigel
In Memory Of Sidney Sigel
Mary Anne Sigel
In Memory Of Hilma Levy
Walter Levy
In Memory Of Ida Levine (Winer)

Gertrude Einsohn Fund
In Memory Of Gertrude Einsohn
Barbara and Ira Einsohn

Goetz Torah Fund
In Honor Of Berta Goetz - 90th Birthday
Hilde Schwartz

Golman Family Fund
For the Yahrzeit Of Annette Jayson
For the Yahrzeit Of Blake Ellis Jayson
Hal and Janine Jayson
In Honor Of Larry Golman
Fraser, Rhonda, Austin, Nolan and Noa Marcus
In Memory Of Brian Ellman
In Memory Of Golda Baker
Larry E. Golman
In Memory Of Ethel Golman Fell
Judith Austin
Vivian Sangunett

Harold Oster Cultural Fund
In Memory Of Greta Rickoff
Sharon and Andrew Tievsky
In Memory Of Sondra Oster Kaufman
In Memory Of Stanley M. Kaufman
Aaron and Marilyn Kaufman

High Holy Days Donation 17/18
In Honor Of Rosh Hashanah
Jerome and Susan Grossman

Hymie & Jeanette Schwartz Fund
In Memory Of Tootsie Fonberg
Peter Fonberg

Isaac Sobel Fund
In Memory Of Aaron Statman
In Memory Of Sylvia Scolnic
Janice and Stan Statman

J. B. Wolens Memorial Art Fund
In Memory Of Brian Ellman
Jackie and Malcolm Mazow
In Memory Of Dr. Brian Ellman
Charles Krovetz and Diane and Mark Fleschler & Family
In Memory Of Malcolm Menter
In Memory Of Max Sachar
Gillian Menter

College Connection Fund
In Memory Of Ernest Lowey
In Memory Of Harriet Gold
Sheila and Michael Rosenberg
In Memory Of Riven Praw (Uncle)
Belle Seals

Cyvia & Marvin Noble Camp Scholarship
In Appreciation Of Rabbi Daniel Pressman
In Honor Of Dr. & Mrs. Marvin Noble - 55th Wedding Anniversary
Magie Furst
In Honor Of Cyvia and Marvin Noble
Allan Shulkin
In Honor Of The Noble’s 55th Anniversary
Diane and Jerry Benjamin

Family Center Fund
For the Recovery Of Glenn Geller
Topletz Family Minyan
In Honor Of Sophie Charney
Ellen and Mark Grishman

George Roffman Library Fund
In Memory Of Hyman Rosenberg
Diane and Toby Gerber & Family
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
In Memory Of Ruth Goldberg
Eileen and Jack Scheib
JEWISH CHILDREN’S EDUCATION FUND
In Honor Of Dorothy Abrams
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kashar
In Memory Of Miriam “Mimi” Goldman
Mimi and Mark Kogut

KESHER PROGRAM
In Honor Of The Ackermann Family
In Memory Of Helena Cirt, David Ackermann
Shari Michlovitz

KIDDUSSH SPONSORSHIP
In Memory Of Paul I. Borschow
Sandra and David Veeder
In Memory Of Simon Gershon
Jay and Carole Ann Hoppenstein

KOHN/AUSTEIN TEEN PROGRAM FUND
In Honor Of the marriage of Loren and Patrick
In Memory Of Murray Austein
Meryl and Marty Harari
In Memory Of Claire R. Austein
Alan and Debbie Stalarow
In Memory Of Claire R. Austein
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
In Memory Of Muriel Kohn
Lynne and Larry Kohn & Family

LEVI & REBECCA R TOPLETZ FUND
For the Recovery Of Brenda Levine
Topletz Family Minyan
For the Jahrzeit Of Murray Irving
For the Jahrzeit Of Rebecca Rolnick Topletz
Betty Sue Steinberg and Sonia Philipson
In Memory Of Harold Topletz
In Memory Of Murray Irving Topletz
In Memory Of Rebecca Rolnick Topletz
In Memory Of Zalmon Topletz
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Topletz
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Topletz Family Minyan
Betty Sue Steinberg and Sonia Philipson

MAURICE & SOPHIA GENECOV RS FUND
In Memory Of Alexander Henry Duniezvit
In Memory Of Bernice B. Dunievitz
Harold Dunievitz
In Memory Of Cary J. Minor
In Memory Of John Minor
Kathy and Steve Schneider
In Memory Of Edward R. Genevoc
In Memory Of Josh S. Goldberg
In Memory Of Maurice Genevoc
Lisa and David Genevoc Family
In Memory Of Edward R. Genevoc DDS
In Memory Of Maurice Genevoc
Sally Genevoc

MEYER & EDITH UNGERMAN FUND
In Memory Of Joe Kessner
David and Susan Solomon

MITZVAH FUND
In Appreciation Of Natalie and Michael Judi and Paul Scott
In Honor Of Norman Gordon’s 70th Birthday
Peter and Shirley Roth
In Memory Of Alli Itzkowitz
Sandy and Mark Kaman
Marsha and Michael Lev
In Memory Of Beatrice Weinberg
Joyce and Howard Bloom
In Memory Of Beloved Aunt, Ellen Gimbel
Mitchell and Rita Rasansky
In Memory Of David Girson
Lindy and Mark Girson
In Memory Of Golda Firer Wolf
Rose and Dr. Brian Cohen
In Memory Of Harriet Gold
Andi and Stuart Rosenfield
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Marsha and Michael Lev
In Memory Of Larry Wolfe
Shirley Davidoff
In Memory Of Ned Spiritas
Michael and Susan Davidoff

MORRIS & GERTRUDE REISBERG KIDDUSSH
In Memory Of Fannie Rosenthal Brauman
In Memory Of Miriam Brauman
Judy Brauman
In Memory Of Miriam Turner Brauman
Ellen Siegel

PAUL & MARC WOLENS SR INIT. FUND
For the Jahrzeit Of Jerome Wolens Marc Wolens
In Memory Of Charles Mark Ross
In Memory Of David Olschwanger
In Memory Of Simon Jay Gershon
Carol and Steve Aaron
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
In Memory Of Ruth Goldberg
In Memory Of Stanley Cytron
Scott Cytron

PRAYER BOOK FUND
In Memory Of Amy Jerrow Novosel
Janet Jerrow
In Memory Of Charlie Ross
Nikki Olschwanger
In Memory Of David Olschwanger
Lauri and Irving Prengler
Gloria Rosen and Family
In Memory Of Golda Baker
Hannah and Harlan Pollock
In Memory Of Harvey Atkin
Donna Mirsky and family
In Memory Of Lena Rothchild
Donna Mirsky and Family
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Lauri and Irving Prengler
In Memory Of Pauline Pesso
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Sam and Anne Kesner
Donna Mirsky and Norman Gross
In Memory Of Sylvia Sussman
Dora and Cary Rudberg, Laura, Rachel, Zev, Doba & Emily
In Memory Of my beloved parents, Max and Margaret Rich
Anita Friedman

PROGRAM DONATIONS
In Memory Of Mrs. Mathilda Kaman
Debbie and Eric Green

R & J RUDBERG CONF ISRAEL TRIP FUND
In Honor Of Sonny Hershman’s 90th Birthday
In Memory Of Dorothy Abrams
Peachy Rudberg

RABBI ROFFMAN DISCRETIONARY FUND
For the Jahrzeit Of Joe & Adeline Spiritas
Alexis and Steven Spiritas
In Memory Of Bill Epstein
Henry and Paula Zeitman
In Memory Of Henry H. Kaufman
Joanne and Charles Teichman
In Memory Of Henry Silver
Charles Silver
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Leslie and Larry Krasner
In Memory Of Sandra Millstein
Elaine and Morris Rutchik
RABBI SUNSHINE DISCRETIONARY FUND
For the Yahrzeit Of Harry Atkin
Andrea Sobek Cohen
For the Yahrzeit Of Temmie Tobolowsky
Hal and Janine Jayson
In Appreciation Of Rabbi Ari Sunshine
Esther and Jaime Hazan-Cohen
Rick Rickoff and Michelle Rickoff
In Honor Of Leonard Epstein
Henry and Paula Zeitman
In Honor Of Rabbi Ari Sunshine
Margie and Owen Ritter
In Honor Of Rabbi Sunshine
Shaun and Jeremy Medows
Staci and Scott Reznik
In Honor Of Sonny Hershman - 90th Birthday
Harold Krom
In Honor Of the Bar Mitzvah of Max Fetter
Adrienne Svidlow
In Memory Of Alli Itzkowitz
Sherry and Kenny Goldberg
Annabelle Levene
In Memory Of David Olschwanger
David Cohn
Sherry and Kenny Goldberg
In Memory Of Donald Kopin
In Memory Of Isidoro Hazan-Cohen
In Memory Of Lena Rothschild
Sherry and Kenny Goldberg
In Memory Of Gertie V. Frank
In Memory Of Harold Frank, M.D.
Shirley Telisman Kresh
In Memory Of Harry Atkin
Marlene Sobek
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Sherry and Kenny Goldberg
Rebecca B. Greenblatt
Marc Steinberg
In Memory Of Lewis B. Becker
Lillian Becker
In Memory Of Louis William Wolfson
In Memory Of Ruth Ann Wolfson
Rebecca Wolfson Bruder
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Lindsey and Herb Weiner
In Memory Of Nettie Finger
David and Arlene Cooper
In Memory Of William Telisman
Shirley Telisman Kresh

RABBI WALLACH DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Shelley and Chet Chetzron
In Memory Of Peter Marcus
Veronique and Hylton Jonas
In Memory Of Philip Strull
Eric Strull

SADIE & PHIL BLATT FUND
In Memory Of Brian Ellman
Peachy Rudberg
In Memory Of Dorothy Abrams
Ken Blatt
In Memory Of Marilyn Blatt Krovetz
Dr. Daniel Caplan, Chad and Jennifer
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Debbie and Ron Greene
In loving Memory Of Jennie Rudberg
Mitchell and Rita Rasansky

SELIKOFF FAMILY LIBRARY FUND
In Memory Of Ida Selikoff
Libbye Wilensky

SHABBAT ANNOUNCEMENT
In Memory Of Carl Goldsmith
Janet S. Goldsmith
In Memory Of Claudine Afif
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Dora Beja-Sardas
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Ethel Golman Fell
Judy Austin
Vivian Sangunett
In Memory Of Harry S. Furst
Magie Furst & Family
In Memory Of Isaac Pesso
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Jack Katz
Karen, Alan and Alex Katz
In Memory Of Jacob Isaac Wolf
Rose and Dr. Brian Cohen
In Memory Of Joan and Harvey Levan
Browyn and Daniel Levan
In Memory Of Mayer Pesso
In Memory Of Pauline Pesso
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Sida Romberg
Bert and Terry Romberg and Margaret (Magie) Furst
In Memory Of Yakov Keselman
Mr. & Mrs. Alex Keselman

SISTERHOOD CONSERVATIVE JEWISH CAMP
In Memory Of Lorraine Hoppenstein
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Marsha and Michael Lev
In Memory Of Sally Veeder
Lee and Leon Veeder
Speedy Recovery Of Brenda Levine
Anita and Jeff Bayer
Susan and Bill Ehrlich

SMALL/WALDMAN/COHEN MUSIC PROGRAM
In Appreciation Of Michael Waldman
Michael Karno
In Honor Of Cyvia and Marvin Noble - 55th Anniversary
Hannah and Carl Beren
In Honor Of Lisa Atlas Genecov
In Honor Of The recent marriage of Sarah to Ethan Davis
In Honor Of The wedding of Dr. Daniel Levin
In Honor Of Your new Grandson, Asher
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
In Memory Of Mr. Charles Mark Ross
In Memory Of Mrs. Audrey Ambrowitz
Howard and Carol Gene Cohen
In Memory Of Abraham A. Appelson
In Memory Of Gertrude Appelson
In Memory Of Martin Appelson
In Memory Of Robert I. Rogoff
Dorothy Rogoff Gell
In Memory Of Beloved Brother, Richard
Alvin Polakoff
Mitchell and Rita Rasansky

SOL & DORIS FREED ADULT EDUC FUND
In Memory Of Ben E. Goldberg & Fannie Goldberg
Elaine Robinson
In Memory Of Solomon Singer
Edie and Paul Singer

SYNAGOGUE FUND
For the Recovery Of Morgan Aaron
Tami and Gregg Sheena
For the Yahrzeit Of Gabriel Slotnick
For the Yahrzeit Of Sylvia Slotnick
Barry Slotnick
In Appreciation Of Diane and Mark Fleschler
In Appreciation Of Avi Mitzner and Alan Sandgarten
Karen and Bruce Schlosberg
In Appreciation Of Shearith’s Hospitality
Linda Jerrow
In Honor Of Dr. & Mrs. Marvin Noble - 55th Anniversary
Zona and Barry Pidgeon
SYNAGOGUE FUND continued
In Honor Of Harvey and Eileen Rosenblum
Neil A. Breslau, MD
In Honor Of Hymen & Sharon Childs - 50th Anniversary
Linda & Joseph Pulaski
In Honor Of Janet and Jeff Beck
Elaine and Michael Lowenkron
In Honor Of Janet and Jeff Beck Shana Tova
Ethel S. Zale
In Honor Of Joe Somer
Peachy Rudberg
In Honor Of Raquel Gershon - Becoming a Cantor
In Memory Of Alli Itzkowitz
Howard and Carol Gene Cohen
In Honor Of Sonny Hershman - 90th Birthday
Bess Hoffman
In Honor of the Engagement of Dan Levin
Lisa and Steve Rudner
In Memory Of Alexander Long
Inna Long
In Memory Of Arthur Rose
Ethel S. Zale
In Memory Of Audrey Ambrowitz
Dr. Larry and Brenda Weprin
In Memory Of Bessie Slutzky
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Zable
In Memory Of Betty Jean (Blanche) Drosnes
Ray Ann and Mark Lerman
In Memory Of Brian Ellman
Bobbi and Richard Massman
Morton Rachofsky
Michael and Nicole Roy
In Memory Of Caroline Z. Henry Schwartz
Carolyn Lippman
In Memory Of Cary Spector
Gilda Spector
In Memory Of Charles Mark Ross
Jill and Benton Middelman
In Memory Of Charles Ross
Sally and Larry Wolfish
In Memory Of Charlie Ross
Ann and Michael Ochstein
In Memory Of David Olschwanger
Randee and Colin Cope
Harry Heinkele
Ben and Lisa Kenter
Jill and Benton Middelman
Elaine and Trevor Pearlman
Sue and Sonny Sikora
Dr. Larry and Brenda Weprin
Ethel S. Zale
In Memory Of Donald Kopin
Carol and Steve Aaron
Shirley and Bill Davidoff
Hannah and Harlan Pollock
In Memory Of Dorothy Abrams
Howard and Carol Gene Cohen
Patty and Elliott Garsek
Judie and Dick Greenman
Larry and Marsha Hilcher
Brenda and Phil Norwood
Rosie Stromberg
Ethel Zale
In Memory Of Dr. Brian Ellman
Howard and Carol Gene Cohen
Victor and Mrs. Horadam
Stanley Peskind
Mitchell and Rita Rasansky
In Memory Of Dr. Peter Marcus
Victor and Mrs. Horadam
In Memory Of Eugene Zale
Ethel S. Zale
In Memory Of Freda Skor
Arnold and Irene Skor
In Memory Of Golda Baker
Myrna Ries
In Memory Of Greta Rickoff
The Arbetter Family
Shirley and Bill Davidoff
Marcy and Lewis Lefko
In Memory Of Henry & Tillie Pullman
Mozelle Katz Family Trust
In Memory Of Henry Ely and Rebecca S. Ely
Stanley Ely
In Memory Of Irene Kogutt
Ynette and Jim Hogue
Eva Liebmann
Stanley Peskind
Devora Rubin
Sue and Sonny Sikora
Bob and Faye Tubbs
In Memory Of Irving (Snooky) Glazer
Fonda Glazer
In Memory Of Isaac Pesso
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Jack Katz
Mozelle Katz Family Trust
In Memory Of Jake Grabstald
Herta Grabstald
In Memory Of James Skor
Arnold and Irene Skor
In Memory Of Jessie and Walter Taylor
Mozelle Katz Family Trust
In Memory Of Joel Jones
Judy Jones Yonack
In Memory Of Joseph E. Rothschild
Riki and Michael Zide
In Memory Of Josh Michaelson
Jay and Fonda Arbetter
In Memory Of Judith Richman
Marc and Ann Richman
In Memory Of Kenny Olschwanger
Linda Biderman
Ray Ann and Mark Lerman
In Memory Of Laura W. Schiller
Lawrence and Ann Schiller
In Memory Of Lena Rothschild
Howard and Carol Gene Cohen
Barbara and Stanley Spigel
Andrea and Loren Weinstein
Ethel Zale
Riki Rothschild (Zide)
In Memory Of Louis Fox
Shirley and Bill Davidoff
In Memory Of Marilyn Krovetz
Morton Rachofsky
In Memory Of Mark Jones
Judy Jones Yonack
In Memory Of Mathilda Kaman
Janice K. Murray
In Memory Of Max Coll
Joan Weltman
In Memory Of Mayer Pesso
Etty and Jacques Sardas
In Memory Of Miriam Zesmer Rothschild
Betty Congress
In Memory Of Philip Vogel and Thelma Vogel
Peter S. Vogel and Marguerite Burtis
In Memory Of Philip M. Rosenberg
Ann and Larry Schiller
In Memory Of Phyllis Unell
Shirley and Bill Davidoff
In Memory Of Rochelle “Shelly” Satterfield
Susan and Bill Ehrlich
In Memory Of Rose Weinberg
Randall Isenberg
In Memory Of Sadie Weitzman
Herb Weitzman and Family
In Memory Of Sam & Celia Engelberg
Mozelle Katz Family Trust
In Memory Of Sarah Kanner
Dorothy Abrams
In Memory Of Saul Pullman
Mozelle Katz Family Trust
In Memory Of Shirley Kleinman
Reichstein
Ruth and Harold Kleinman
In Memory Of Simon Gershon
The Arbetter Family
Victor and Rochelle Horadam
Bam!
Mahj 101 was a fantastic success!

Thanks Gail Mizrahi for teaching and sharing your love of the game!

Memorial Plaques
Ensure the memory of your loved ones are a permanent part of the story of our congregation. Purchase a Memorial Plaque to be installed on our memorial walls. Submit your order by February 1, 2018 to ensure that it is part of our dedication at the Yizkor service on the 8th day of Passover, April 7, 2018.

Please contact Avi Mitzner at (214) 939-7304 or amitzner@shearith.org
Jewstice League

Wednesday night, February 28, 2018

Dress up in your favorite SUPER costume for Purim, and join us for this SPECTACULAR event!